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1. Introduction. The purpose of this note is to show that if T1 is a 
closed, connected one-dimensional subgroup of SU(3) that has no non
zero fixed points, then SUtyjT1 admits an SC/^-invariant Riemannian 
structure of strictly positive curvature. This result implies the statement 
of the title since there are an infinite number of distinct homotopy types 
among the spaces SUtyjT1 with T1 as above (see Lemma 3.3). 

To prove the above result we introduce what we call condition II, 
which generalizes condition III of [2] and [3]. Although the spaces 
SUty/T1 are the only new spaces satisfying condition II (see Theorem 
5.1 below), it is worthwhile to introduce the notion since the 13-dimen-
sional example, M2, of Berger [1] satisfies condition II in a nontrivial 
fashion. Hence there is a set of invariant metrics < , )t on M2 with 
— l<f<£ of strictly positive curvature (see §4) with ( , )0 the only 
normal one. 

A word should be said about the joint authorship of this paper. The 
main result of this note was found independently by the authors by slightly 
different methods. We have given the technique of the second author 
since it is conceptually simpler. Lemma 3.3 was pointed out to the second 
author by Professor Lashof of the University of Chicago and derived 
independently by the first author. 

The second author would like to also thank Professor M. P. do Carmo 
and the students of IMP A, Rio de Janeiro, for their help during his 
research on this problem. 

2. Condition II. Let G be a compact connected Lie group and let 
K be a closed subgroup of G. 

DEFINITION 2.1. (G, K) is said to satisfy condition II if there is an 
Ad(G)-invariant inner product ( , )0 on g, the Lie algebra of G, such 
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that if l1 is p (I the Lie algebra of K) then: 
(1) p^y^Vz orthogonal direct sum, Ad(K)Vtc Vi9 i= l , 2. 
(2) [KlfFJc=Kt. 
(3) [Fx .KJd+FV 
(4) [V^V^i+V^ 
(5) If x=x1+x2 , j = j i + j 2 5 x„.y<eK<, i = l , 2 , and if [x,j]=0, 

xAj ̂ O then [x^y^j^O. 
In [2] and [3] we introduced condition III. Condition III implies 

condition II. 

LEMMA 2.2. Let (G, K) satisfy (1), (2), (3), (4) of condition II. Let 
the notation be as in Definition 2.1. Let — \<t< oo be given and let { , ) 
be the inner product on p given by 

<*1 + *2> J>1 + y 2 ) = (1 + 0<*1, yi)o + <*2> J>2>0 

for xi9yi e Vt. Let R be the curvature tensor of the corresponding Rieman-
nian structure on G\K. If we identify T{GjK)eK with p then 

(R{x9 y)y9 x) = —-— <[x, y]l9 [x, y]J0 
4 

+ (t - t2)([xl9 y±]l9 [x, y]x)0 + t2([xl9 yx]l9 [xl9 y^ 
(1 + i)2 

+ -—:— ([*, yh, [x, yh) + ([x, y]t9 [x, y]t)0 4 
+ (t - t2)([xl9 yx]f9 [x, y]t)0 + t2([xl9 yx\9 [xl9 y^, 

where ifZ e g, Z=Zt+Zx+Z29 Zx eî9Z1e Vl9 Z2 G V2. 

The proof of this lemma is essentially the same as that of Lemma 
7.3 of [3] (here one uses the proof of Lemma 7.1 of [3] which goes through 
unchanged from condition III to condition II). 

THEOREM 2.4. If (G9 K) satisfies condition II, then the G-invariant 
Riemannian structures on G\K corresponding to — l< f<0 in Lemma 2.3 
have strictly positive curvature. If in condition II {Definition 2.1), (3) is 
replaced by [Vl9 Vy\^i9 then there is strictly positive curvature in the in
tervals — \<t<0 and0<t<\. 

PROOF. Let ||x||2=(x, x)09 XEQ. Let tf=||[x, j l j , &=ll[*i,ML 
cHl t^yU» d^\\[x9y]f\\9 e=\\[xl9y1]t\\. Lemma 2.3 implies that if 
x9y e p then 

(RÇ x, y)y9 x) = [^-^y " I - '2I ab + t2b2 

Ö L + 0 ! C2 + d2 _ | r _ ,2 | ^ + ,2^,2 
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Let 

Qi(a, b) = {—^Y " lt ~~ '2| ab + *b*9 

Qz(d9e) = d2-\t-t2\de + t2e\ 

A computation of determinants shows that Q1 is positive definite if 
— \<t<0, and Ô2 is positive definite if —1<*<0, 0</<£. Thus since 

<*(*, y)y, x) ^ Qx{a9 b) + Qz(d9 e) + ( - ^ - ^ c2 

4 
if (R(x9y)y9 x>=0, and - l < / < 0 then a=b=c=d=e=0. But then 
[x9y]=0, [x1,j1]=0. Thus *Ay=0. If [Vl9 VJ^l Then ôiO,*)= 
((l-30/4)a2. Thus 

<*(*, y)y, x) ̂  ( L ^ ) « 2 + 0 ^ <2 + e2(d, e). 

Hence if xAyjéO, (R(x9y)9y9 x)>0 if - l < / < 0 , 0</<J. Q.E.D. 
3. SUtylT1. Let G=SU(3). Then every nontrivial circle in SU(3) is 

of the form 
'.niku 

0 
0 

0 0 
e**m 0 

Q e -2ir i (*+»9 
Tk.i = 

k,leZ, up to conjugacy in SU(3). Let 

0e*>, |fc| + |!M0, 

H B *.°r0l'eo<4 
Then 7̂ ,t<=<Ji. Let gx be the Lie algebra of Gt in g, the Lie algebra of G. 
Take (X, F)0=-Re(trZ7), X, F eg. Then 

•HEai'-EM-
^ . z = 

Take F2=g1
1. Let 

12mk 0 
0 2ml 0 

L 0 -27ri(/ + /c)J 
Take V^h^n^. 

Since (»St/(3), Ĝ ) is the symmetric pair corresponding to CP2
9 we see 

that if x9 y e V2 and [x9 y]=0 then xAy=0. A computation shows that 
if x9y e Vx and [x9y]=09 then xhy=0 (we are assuming \k\H-l/I^O). 
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If kl>0 one sees by a direct computation of determinants that if x G Vl9 

y G V2 and [x, y]=0 then *=0 or y=0. 

LEMMA 3.1. If \k\ + \l\^0 and kl>0 then (SU(3)9 Tktl) satisfies con
dition II. 

PROOF. Conditions (1), (2), (3), (4) are clearly satisfied. 
Suppose x=xx+x29 y=yx+y29 xi9yt e Vi9 i= l , 2, and that [x, j ]=0, 

[^i»>;i]=0 and xAy^O. 
If *1==0. Then 0= [*,ƒ]=[*„ j>2]+[x2,yj. But [x2, j>2] G Rhktl+Vl9 

[x2,yi] G K2. Thus [x29 yî\=0. Hence since x^O, j>i=0. But [x2, j 2 ]=0 
implies 0=x2Ay2=jcAy. Hence x^O. If x2=0 then [xl9y2]=0 thus y2=0 
and ^1Aj1=0. Thus x2^0. Finally, [x9 j>]=0 implies [xi,tyi]+[x2><yd:!S=0-
Thus since [Xj,^] is assumed to be zero [x29 j2]=0. Thus j2=^;c2, 
yi^/tXx, X9 peR. But 

0 = [xl9 y2] + [x29 yx] = X[xl9 x2] + fi[x29 xx] = (A - p)[xl9 x2]. 

Since [xl9 x2]?*09 Â=/i. Thus Xx=y contradicting xAy5*0. 

THEOREM 3.2. Let T1 be a closed one-dimensional subgroup of SU(3)9 

such that there is no v^O in C3 so that T^v^v. Then SUty/T1 has an 
SU {^-invariant Riemannian structure of strictly positive curvature. 

PROOF. T1^ SU(3) is conjugate to Tktl with \k\ +1/|5*0. 
We note that Tktl is conjugate to Tltk9 Tkt^lr.k and Tlt_t_k in St/^). 

If kl>0 the result follows from Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 2.4. Thus we 
may assume kl<0. Since Tktl9 Tkt_v_k and Tl_l_k are conjugate we may 
assume k>09 /<0. 

(1) \l\<k. Then l(-l-k)=-l2-lk>l2-l2=0. Thus, ? , . . „ satisfies 
condition II. Since Ttt_1r.k is conjugate to Tkil9 GlTkil=GlTh^i^k as a 
G-space. 

(2) |/|>Jfc. Then k(-l-k)=-kl-k2>k2-k2=0. We can therefore 
argue as in (1). The result now follows. Q.E.D. 

LEMMA 3.3. Suppose that k9 I are relatively prime. Then 

H\SU(3)lTk%l9 Z) = Z\rZ9 

with r=\k2+l2+kl\. 

4. Berger's example M2. Let SU(5)^>Sp(2)xT1 as in Berger [1]. 
Then using the computations of [1], one finds that (SU(5)9 Sp(2)xTx) 
satisfies condition II with V2y*0 and [Vl9 F J c ï . The metrics < , )t 

of Theorem 2.4 are not normal for — l<f<0 , 0<t<$. 
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5. The classification. 

THEOREM 5.1. If{G9K) satisfies condition II then one of the following is 
true. 

(1) GjK has positive curvature relative to a normal (t=0 in Lemma 2.3) 
Riemannian structure {take F2=0 in condition II). 

(2) (G9 K) satisfies condition III. 
(3) G=SU(3) or U(3) and GjK is covered by SUtyjT1. 

Note. Berger [1] has classified all (G9 K) in (1) above. Also (3) says that 
the exceptional examples of [3, Corollary 6.2] have metrics of positive 
curvature. Thus to classify the GjK admitting G-invariant metrics of posi
tive curvature, one may assume that G is semisimple. 

PROOF (OUTLINE). Let Q=zt®V1®V2 as in condition II. Let gi=ï®Fx. 
Let Gx be the connected subgroup of G corresponding to QV Let Z be 
the identity component of the center of G (dimZ^l by [3, Corollary 
4.2]). Then condition II implies G^Z and 

(a) (G/Z, GX\Z) is a symmetric pair of compact type corresponding 
to a rank 1 symmetric space. 

(b) (Gl9 K) is positively curved relative to a normal Riemannian struc
ture. 

(a) implies G\Z is locally isomorphic with SU(ri)9 SO(ri)9 Spin) or f4 

and that (Gl9 K) is (up to the center of Gx) one of the pairs of Berger's 
classification in [1]. The result follows by a case by case check. 
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